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Swedenborg, using as his hermeneutic method a ‘hieroglyphic key’, the doctrine of ‘correspondences’ (that everything in the natural 
world has a spiritual counterpart), shows that these ancient stories are symbolic, not literal.

‘Heaven’ and ‘hell’ are self-chosen states of consciousness, both in this life and the next.

colours: light blue- lb; white - w; red - r; yellow - y; blue - b;  black+white void; pink - diagonal vigilance
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Ideas - context

The flag is a weave of colour that can be seen as symbolic of the ongoing work of the Swedenborg Society that is also 
contemplating and continuing Emanuel Swedenborg’s own studies. 

The colours are a direct reference to the colours of Sweden, Stockholm, England and London. This conforms to a basic language of 
vexillology. The edges of black and white and the central horizontal are void spaces of outer / inner / above and below, necessary 

counterpoints for uncertainty and an infinite.

The weave appears as an open field which is useful for an aspect of cooperative insight. It is based on the numbers 20 and 21. 
These are the width and height of the field and are also the location of the building. Numbers become significant and this direct 

reference brings the immediacy of place into the worldly intellect and the cosmological imagination.   

The numbers 20 and 21 also come to contain a range of significant difference and agreement. There are many numerological values 
in the image of the flag.  In my current reading of the French philosopher Quentin Meillassoux, The Number and the Siren - A 

Decipherment of Mallarme’s Coup De Des, an aspect of speculative realism and object orientated ontology plays out its study and its 
registered adventure.  

The flag brings a little dose of speculative ontology with it. The purpose is for the flag, as it flies and flutters, to perform its own 
cosmology in a non programmatic way, bringing the viewer / reader into their own unique experience of the site, the house and 

the Swedenborg Society. 

It may be possible to view the spaces of the two white crosses at the middle juncture of the above / below as the hosts of an 
infinite possibility.  The two pink / rose corners exercise a colour outside of the flag reference but a new colour in its recent, social 

and political values and therefore a vigilant diagonal force for the necessity of continuous awareness and enquiry.

The flag is not proposed as an an abstract image as might be expected in a contemporary language of painting. The principals of 
pattern, vexillology, numbers, location and symbolism are more to the foreground.
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More technical work needs to be done to refine the relationships of colour tones. The colour ‘weave’ 
pattern is visual structure, not a production method of weaving with material. 

The shape of the flag shown in the template provides an interesting option which is to adapt this proposal 
from its rectangular base to interactive quadrilaterals. 

I would expect a phase of looking at both options and for the Swedenborg Society, members etc to decide.  
Flying some prototypes would also be important -to test the reality of the site.  The flag needs to be the 
right size and be the right technical production made by an excellent production company or with 
appropriate consultation. 

I researched flag making for a 2006 work in Nottingham for Hinterland, working at the Greenwich Maritime 
Museum library and locating a traditional flag production company to supply maritime signalling flags. There 
are some key rituals for hanging, flying, folding a flag and for days and mast positions. This language and 
programme could become a discussion.

You can find a contact, cv, biography and other works here
http://alainremyayers.wix.com/alain-ayers#!contact/c24vq

 



‘What Good is a Country’, Strangers In A Norwegian Landscape,  Abbaye aux Dames, Caen, 2013

http://alainremyayers.wix.com/alain-ayers#!2013/cjg9


